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Abstract - Sensing devices are widely used to build and

deploy self-organizing wireless sensor networks for a
variety of critical applications such as smart cities, smart
health, precision agriculture and industrial control
systems. A Data Stream Manager (DSM) at the server
collects the data streams (often called big data) to perform
real time analysis and decision-making for these critical
applications. A malicious adversary may access or tamper
with the data in transit. One of the challenging tasks in
such applications is to assure the trustworthiness of the
collected data so that any decisions are made on the
processing of correct data providing multilevel data
confidentiality along with data integrity for big sensing
data streams in the context of near real time analytics is a
challenging problem. In this paper, we propose a Selective
Encryption (SEEN) method to secure big sensing data
streams that satisfies the desired multiple levels of
confidentiality and data integrity. Our method is based on
two key concepts: common shared keys that are initialized
and updated by DSM without requiring retransmission
and a seamless key refreshment process without
interrupting the data stream encryption/decryption. In this
project, a novel scheme to secure a multihop network
programming protocol through the use of multiple oneway hash chains is proposed. The scheme is shown to be
lower in computational, power consumption and
communication costs yet still able to secure multihop
propagation of program images.
Keywords: Data Stream, Encryption, Multihop, Wireless
Sensor, Classification, Hash chain model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Network programming is becoming necessary for
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) because there is always a
need to fix bugs in program images or insert new
functionalities after WSN is deployed in an evolving, dynamic
environment.
Early network programming protocols concentrated on reliable
program image dissemination and minimal end-to-end update
latency using distribution methods having epidemic-like
characteristics. However, they provided no authentication or
security mechanisms. The absence of authentication of the
broadcast of program image means that a malicious node
could install arbitrary program images in the sensor nodes. An
adversary could just capture one sensor node, inject malicious

program images into the network, and thereby take control of
the entire WSN.
The goal of this paper is to present a design and
implementation for a new scheme to verify the authenticity
and integrity of program updates in network programming
protocols. The work is motivated by the following challenges.
First, as a significant class of WSN sensor nodes is resourceimpoverished, traditional cryptographic schemes are
impractical.
For example, the Tmote has 10 KB RAM, 48 KB flash
memory, 1 MB storage, and 250 kbps communication
bandwidth. This is barely sufficient to execute traditional
asymmetric cryptography (e.g., RSA or Diffie and Hellman).
It is important that a security scheme for WSNs should be low
in power consumption and have low computational overhead.
The second challenge arises from the open wireless
environment in which WSNs are typically deployed. Since
program updates are also broadcast through the wireless
medium, an adversary can readily intercept the program
updates and attempt to forge a malicious program image while
avoiding detection. Another complication arises from the way
that sensor nodes are deployed.
Typically, these are left unattended after deployment, and as
such are at risk of physical or functional capture. It is possible
to physically secure a sensor network node against theft or
tampering by a variety of means, but these physical
approaches areoutside the scope of this paper. The thesis
presents a scheme that is resilient against brute-force attack
and node compromise. The main contribution of the paper is,
 To introduce a novel scheme to secure a multihop
network programming protocol through the use of
multiple one-way hash chains.
 To apply the scheme such that it should be lower in
computational,
power
consumption,
and
communication costs yet still able to secure multihop
propagation of program images.
 To demonstrate the use of this scheme and provide
some results using a network programming protocol.
 To evaluate the performance of the scheme
 To provide a cost-effective security scheme for network
programming;In the proposed scheme, a digital
signature is not required to bootstrap the network
programming process. Instead, multiple distinct oneway key chains are distributed to the nodes based on
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their hop distances to base station for packet
authentication. This obviates the need for digital
signature, resulting in efficient use of the limited
computational power of each sensor node.
To apply immediate verification; in the proposed scheme,
no time synchronization among sensor nodes is required, and
consequently, the packets of a program update can be verified
immediately as they are received.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Thanos Stathopoulos, John Heidemann and Deborah Estrin
stated that wireless sensor networks consist of collections of
small, low-power nodes that interface or interact with the
physical environment. The ability to add new functionality or
perform software maintenance without having to physically
reach each individual node is already an essential service, even
at the limited scale at which current sensor networks are
deployed. TinyOS supports single-hop over-the-air
reprogramming today, but the need to reprogram sensors in a
multihop network will become particularly critical as sensor
networks mature and move toward larger deployment
sizesUsing the Rsync algorithm, the host program generates
the difference.
 The Rsync algorithm calculates a checksum pair (checksum, hash) for each fixed sized block (e.g. B bytes) of
the previous program image and the checksum pair
isinserted into a hash table for look-up.
 Rsync reads the current program image and calculates
the checksum for the B byte block at each byte. If it finds
a matching checksum in the hash table, Rsync calculates
the hash for the block and compares it with the
corresponding entry in the hash table. If the hash also
matches, then the block is considered a matching block.
 Rsync moves to the next byte for comparison if the block
doesn‟t have a matching checksum or a hash. A region of
bytes that doesn‟t have any matching blocks is tagged as
non-matching block and needs to be sent explicitly for
rebuild.
Suppose the program image is shifted in the middle
due to a modification operation. Rsync forms a B byte window
and calculates the hash for it. If the modified bytes are
different from any blocks in the previous program image, then
the hash of the modified bytes doesn‟t match any hash table
entry with very high probability. Rsync moves the window
one byte at a time and calculates the checksum for any
possible match. It doesn‟t match until Rsync starts to read
unmodiﬁed blocks. At this moment, Rsync has found a
matching block.
Delugeis a multi-hop network programming
mechanism and it has two main functions: dissemination of
block data and reprogramming boot loader. Deluge
disseminates the program code in an epidemic fashion to
propagate the program code while regulating the excess traffic.
In order to increase thetransmission throughput, Deluge uses
optimization techniqueslike adjusting packet transmission rate
and spatial multiplexing. Unlike MOAP, Deluge uses a fixed
sized page as a unit of buffer management and transmission.
Reijers et al.developed an algorithm that can
efficiently encode the program code update. To describe the
difference between the two program codes, the host program

generates “edit script” which consists of operations like copy,
insert, address repair and address patch. These operators
modify the program code at the instruction level. Using
complex operations like address repair and address patch helps
reduce the network traffic, but it increases EEPROM accesses.
Kapur et al.implemented an incremental network
programming based on Reijets et al‟s encoding protocol and
MOAP multi-hop network programming protocol. Their
implementation supports the incremental multi-hop delivery of
native code, but it has a limitation similar to Reijers et al‟s
algorithm. It is dependent on specific processor instruction set
and does not provide a general solution. The implementations
above transmit the program code in native code. Whereas Mat´
e transmits the virtual machine code which is an application
specific code for Mat´ e virtual machine.
One advantage is that a sender node doesn‟t need to send the
network programming module because it is assumed that the
virtual machine is already running on the receiver node. This
allows Mat´ e to distribute program code quickly. One
drawback of Mat´ e is that it executes only the virtual machine
instructions and a regular sensor application should be
converted to the virtual machine instructions before execution.
Trickle is an improvement over Mat´ e. In Mat´ e, eachsensor
node distributes the code by flooding the network with
packets. This can lead to the network congestion and the
algorithm cannot be used for a large sensor network. Trickle
uses an epidemic algorithm to propagate the program code
only to the sensor nodes that needs to be modified. Their
implementation supports incremental delivery of the native
code. Unlike previous approaches, they generated the program
code difference by comparing the program code in block level
without any prior knowledge of the program code structure.
This gives a general solution that can be applied to any
hardware platform.
III.METHODOLOGY
The section describes the design of the secure network
programming scheme. Deluge has a hierarchical organization
of program images (program images  pages  packets).
The scheme works at the packet level and consists of two
phases: first, initialization and key pre-distribution, and
second, packet preprocessing and verification.
Resistance to node compromise: Our scheme is
resilient tonode compromise regardless of the number
ofcompromised nodes, as long as the subset of
noncompromisednodes can still form a connected graph.
Low computational overhead:The proposed scheme
employssymmetric
cryptography
to
authenticate
broadcastprogram
updates.
As
a
result,
the
computationaloverhead is relatively low compared to the
existingwork in secure network programming.
Low communication overhead:Theproposed scheme,
thecommunication overhead depends on the numberof hops
needed to reach all nodes in the network.
Robustness to packet loss:The proposed scheme
inherits robustnessto packet loss from underlying
protocolcomponents. For example, the system itself
providesreliable data dissemination.
Immediate authentication: Time synchronization
betweenbase station and sensor nodes is not requiredin the
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scheme. This allows immediate authenticationof packets as
they are received.
The main methodology as follows,
 Data set collection
The length of the Hash Chain (In computer security, a hash
chain is a method to produce many one-time keys from a
single key or password) is denoted by L. The Hop group count
is denoted by S. The L and S value are keyed in to the
database table „Parameters‟. Text box controls are placed to
key in the L and S values. The committed values i.e., final key
in the hash chains are up to S count. Each Hop group nodes
are given with a committed value so that they can decrypt the
data. The data to be sent from base station to all nodes will
split into L packets and so the hash chain will have L+1 key.


Network configuration
The Hop index is selected and the Node Id is keyed in to
the database table „Nodes‟. The node id for first group is
denoted as A1, A2, A3, etc, The node id for second group is
denoted as B1, B2, B3, etc, and goes on up to „S‟ number of
Hops. All the nodes in various hop groups need to transmit
data after processing packet information and cut out data of
their corresponding part in the packet. For that, the nodes use
the committed values already pre-distributed by the base
station.


Selective encryption model
The hash chain is built with giving a prime number in
KL,1level and creating keys of upto „L‟ count. The hash chain
is built for „S‟ count. The committed value (i.e., the last key)
produced are given to all nodes. The key details are stored in
„KeyValues‟ table.During packet preprocessing, the key values
are fetched from „KeyValues‟ and Packet Data is concatenated
with key values and are broadcasted to all the nodes.

effective counter measures against them. Finally, it provides a
comprehensive performance evaluation of the scheme in terms
of end-to-end latency and power consumption, which is said to
be believed, is the first power consumption evaluation of a
security scheme for network programming protocols. The
application works well for given tasks in network
environment. Any node with .Net framework installed can
execute the application. The underlying mechanism can be
extended to any or all kind of platform like Linux, Solaris and
more. The system eliminates the difficulties in the existing
system. It is developed in a user-friendly manner. The system
is very fast and any transaction can be viewed or retaken at
any level. Error messages are given at each level of input of
individual stages. This software is very particular in securing
the multi-hop network programming.
V. SCOPE FOR FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
The future work will include the design of security
models for network programming. The application if
developed platform independent it can be used in may
operating systems. Most practical wireless networks will be
restricted to fewer hops than four since the throughput
significantly degrades for larger hop counts. In addition, large
deployments will be likely to form some kind of hierarchy.
Hence, the utilization of memory can be measured in
future.Currently the scheme has a slightly less
memoryoverhead, while in the more complex applications; the
scheme may utilize more memory. The future study can be in
the area of more significant memory savings. The new system
becomes useful if the above enhancements are made in future.
The new system is designed such that those enhancements can
be integrated with current modules easily with less integration
work.



One Way Hash Chain Model
During packet receiving, the raw packet data is extracted
from the received packet based on the given algorithm. The
node receives the data and cut out the data of their
corresponding part in the packet. For that, the nodes use the
committed values already pre-distributed by the base station.
Only the nodes already becomes the part of the network and
having the hash chain‟s committed value can process the data.
The node without having committed value, if tries to process
the packet, then the packet data cannot be parsed out by the
node and the network treats that nodes as suspicious, i.e.,
attacker node.


Hybrid hash chain model
The parameter setting for „S‟ Hop group count and „L‟
number of packets or number of key values in hash chain is
displayed using this report. The data grid view is filled with a
data table which contains „parameter‟ table‟s record. During
packet preprocessing, these values are retrieved out and used
in the algorithms.
IV. CONCLUSION
An authentication scheme is proposed to secure
multihop network programming with multiple one-way hash
chains. Instead of the expensive asymmetric cryptographic
primitives used in much prior work, the scheme employs only
symmetric cryptographic primitives, in a circular geographic
node deployment model. Possible attacks an adversary could
mount on the scheme is discussed and provided simple and
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